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Charlotte Bronte's Shirley and Elizabeth Gaskell's Cranford unite in asking and
answering the question of what unmarried women were supposed to do with their time
and talents in Victorian England, considering the constraints of both gentility and
economic conditions. In writing these novels, Bronte and Gaskell joined mid-nineteenth
century feminists such as Francis Power Cobbe and Florence Nightingale in discussing
women's occupation. Cranford, rather than presenting the typical young unmarried
woman as its heroine, features a community of old maids as its "heroines," revealing their
story through the narration of Mary Smith. Shirley's Caroline Helstone examines the
socially accepted but emotionally unfulfilling occupations of Briarfield's old maids and
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and reinterpreting texts has the potential to free unmarried women from masculine
domination, but neither Gaskell nor Bronte can imagine a woman completely free from
society's constraints.
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"What was I created for, I wonder?": Occupation for Women in Shirley and Cranford
"What was I created for, I wonder? Where is my place in the world?" (Shirley
190). In Charlotte Bronte's Shirley Caroline Helstone asks these questions as she
struggles to define her place in society as an unmarried woman with no immediate
prospect of marriage. Caroline believes that society replies to these questions, "which
most old maids are puzzled to solve," that the old maid's duty is to "do good to others, to
be helpful whenever help is wanted" (190). Yet, while this answer may satisfy those who
do not have to follow it, Caroline wonders if there is not "a terrible hollowness, mockery,
want, craving, in that existence which is given away to others, for want of something of
your own to bestow it on" (190). As Caroline tests each of the occupations pursued by
older unmarried women in Shirley, including surrogate wife and "sister of Charity," she
systematically rejects them all.
Not only middle-aged women were concerned about becoming spinsters; Caroline
begins to fear becoming an old maid when she is only eighteen years old. William
Hayley in A Philosophical, Historical, and Moral Essay on Old Maids published in 1785
found that
the misses of twenty considered all their unmarried friends, who had
passed their thirtieth year, as absolute Old Maids; those of thirty supposed
the rera to commence at about forty-five; and some ladies of fifty
convinced me how differently they thought upon the subject, by calling
others, about three or four years younger than themselves, by the infantine
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appellation of girls; from whence I presumed they would advance rera I
speak of to the age of sixty at least. (3)
By pushing back the age at which they would be considered an old maid, women could
view themselves as still in the marriage market. Charlotte Bronte's choice to portray the
questioning Caroline as a potential old maid undoubtedly arose from the growing debate
in Victorian society about women's rights, the "problem" of unmarried women, and
Bronte's own strong beliefs about marriage and occupation. As unmarried women
became the subject of societal concern, some novelists moved these minor, often silent,
characters closer to the forefront of their novels. In Cranford, Elizabeth Gaskell featured
a community of older unmarried and widowed women living in a quiet country town as
the "heroines" of the novel. And in Shirley, Charlotte Bronte dedicated a chapter to two
old maids and featured the question of a single woman's occupation through the young
Caroline, who gives a voice to the older unmarried women's trials. Although very
different in tone, these two novels unite in asking and answering the question of what
unmarried women were supposed to do with their time and talents, considering the
restraints of both gentility and economic conditions.
Victorians were forcibly reminded of the rather silent community of old maids
when the census of 1851 revealed that in England alone there were 1,407,225 spinsters
between ages twenty and forty and 359,969 spinsters older than forty. From 1851 to
1911, of all English women between twenty-five and thirty-five, as many as thirty-five
percent were unmarried; of those women aged thirty-five to forty-five, as many as
nineteen percent were unmarried (Jalland 254). But why were Victorians so worried
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about an excess of unmarried women? The census also showed that women outnumbered
men, with 104.2 females for every one hundred males. According to Jalland, this
"imbalance" in the population continued to increase after 1851 for several reasons. First,
the death rate for male babies was higher than that of females; also, women generally
outlived men. Immigration to the colonies also contributed to the imbalance, since for
every three males who emigrated only one female did likewise. And, England remained
at war for many years: ensuing casualties thus contributed to the imbalance (Jalland 255).
In her book Women Alone: Spinsters in England: 1660-1850, Bridget Hill writes that
"because they were outside marriage and so outside the control of husbands, single
women were seen as an anomalous minority and were resented by the men whose control
they had escaped" (2). Unmarried women also exacerbated economic problems: either
they were dependent upon immediate family members for income, or they entered the
workplace and occupied jobs which would usually have been filled by men. To relieve
England of its excess of spinsters, some suggested deporting the women to the colonies,
where the number of men far outweighed the number of women. Others proposed the
more conservative solution of educating women to prepare them for a profession.
Marriage was still the Victorian choice for the majority of women, though, as it alone
provided both financial security and social distinction.
Young women, with their families' encouragement, strove toward marriage even
before they reached marriageable age by acquiring proficiency in the arts and domestic
management in order to make themselves desirable as wives. Florence Nightingale, in
her essay Cassandra, called marriage "the only chance (and it is but a chance) offered to
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women for escape[...] how eagerly and how ignorantly it is embraced!" (38). Girls
dreamed about marriage from the moment they were born until they walked down the
aisle to marry men they often knew little about. In 1785 Hayley wrote that "without the
minutest breach of delicacy, we may justly suppose, that it is the natural wish and
expectation of every amiable girl, to settle happily in marriage; and that the failure of this
expectation, from whatever cause it may arise, must be inevitably attended by many
unpleasant, and many depressive sensations" (8). In the mid-nineteenth century, such
sentiments remained: Bronte portrays Caroline's debilitating illness as a direct result of
her disappointment in love. Even if a girl did successfully marry, marriages were rarely
as fulfilling as women dreamed they would be. In 1852 Nightingale argued that "true
marriage-that noble union, by which a man and woman become together the one perfect
being-probably does not exist at present upon earth" (44). A true marriage, for
Nightingale, required a union of minds. In "What Shall We do with Our Old Maids?", an
article which appeared in Fraser's Magazine in 1862, Francis Cobbe argued that
expanding a woman's mind through better education would enhance her chances of
marriage and ensure a more satisfying and loving marriage.
There is a feeling (tacit or expressed) "Yes, it is very clever, but somehow
it is not quite feminine." Now we do not wish to use sarcastic words about
sentiments of this kind, or demonstrate all their unworthiness and
ungenerousness. We would rather make an appeal to a better judgment,
and entreat for a resolute stop to expressions ever so remotely founded on
them. The origin of them all has perhaps been the old error that clipping
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and fettering every faculty ofbody and mind was the sole method of
making a woman-that as the Chinese make a lady's foot, so we should
make a lady's mind; and that, in a word, the old alehouse sign was not so
far wrong in depicting "The Good Woman" as a woman without any head
whatsoever[... . ] She will be a larger, richer, nobler woman for art, for
learning, for every grace and gift she can acquire. (253)
Just a few lines later Cobbe states: "Far be it from us to wish to force all women into
courses ofsevere study-to put (as has been well said oflate) Arabian horses to the
plough, and educate directly against the grain [emphasis mine]; only we desire thus
much, that those women who do possess the noble love of knowledge and are willing to
undergo the drudgery ofits acquirement, should have every aid supplied and every
stumblingblock removed from their paths" (254). Here Cobbe's earlier advocacy of
"learning" is clarified. Such learning is to be reserved for those unique women who do
not mind the "drudgery" and for whom learning is not "against the grain" (254). Unlike
Cobbe, Nightingale would have argued that the majority ofwomen were capable ofmore
"severe study." Yet both women would have agreed that proper education would enhance
a woman's freedom and lead to happier, more balanced marriages.
Marriage may have had its disadvantages, but most Victorians viewed
spinsterhood as the worse ofthe two states. Unmarried women ofthe middle- and upper
classes without sufficient incomes often would remain in the household ofsome
immediate family member. Living with family members provided little freedom ofeither
activity or thought; spinsters "could only protest through invalidism, hysteria, religious
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fanaticism and other types of self-destruction. For a number of women, it was a short
step from obsessive hypochondria to excessive dependence on drugs and alcohol"
(Jalland 272). Florence Nightingale presented her own dilemma between pleasing family
and following her own convictions in her essay Cassandra. She cried out for herself and
the other stifled unmarried women: "Give us back our suffering, we cry to Heaven in our
hearts-suffering rather than indifferentism; for out of nothing comes nothing. But out of
suffering may come the cure. Better have pain than paralysis! A hundred struggle and
drown in the breakers. One discovers the new world. But rather, ten times rather, die in
the surf, heralding the way to that new world, than stand idly on the shore!" (29). As
Myra Stark states in her introduction to Cassandra, Nightingale's essay "emerged out of
the long years of almost immobilizing desperation, out of the bitterness of thwarted
desires, and the writing of it seemed to free her. It was as if she hardened her resolve to
escape by relentlessly analyzing what it was she had to escape from" (11). Nightingale
did escape from what she viewed as the prison-like confines of home life to pursue a
career in nursing and writing. Those spinsters who managed a bachelor brother's house
or cared for an aging parent became surrogate-wives, filling a role not blessed with the
social and emotional benefits of marriage but entailing enormous responsibility. While
spinsters of the lower classes could find employment without lowering their social status,
the middle- or upper-class spinster who found non-genteel employment risked losing her
gentility and femininity.
Eccentric, engaging, and entertaining, Cranford's spinsters do not immediately
present any need for change in society's treatment toward unmarried women simply
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because as a community they have separated themselves from the rest of society. Critics'
opinions about Cranford vary widely. Pauline Nestor, in her study of Cranford, states
that "rather than treat singleness as a grim affliction to be remedied where possible,
Crariford suggests an alternative way of life by portraying not simply one character's

unmarried life amid a norm of adult couples, but a largely self-sufficient community of
unmarried women" (51). In Gaskell's depiction of a community of independent spinsters
Nestor discerns a positive statement about unmarried women. However, Terence Wright,
rather than rejoicing in the community's self-sufficiency, argues that "these ladies are not
angels. They are petty, gossipy, narrow, ignorant and obsessed with caste. If Cranford
seems idyllic in its timelessness and intimacy, it is real enough in its boredom and
enclosedness" (Wright 140). Regardless of whether Gaskell intended for her readers to
be charmed by her spinsters or simply irritated by their idiosyncrasies, her deliberate
choice to make spinsters heroines in a novel represented a significant departure from the
typical Victorian novel. Cranford's spinsters strongly resemble those to whom William
Hayley addressed the following passage in A Philosophical, Historical, and Moral Essay
on Old Maids:

If she has received a polite education-and to such I address myself-it is
probable, that after having passed the sprightly years of youth in the
comfortable mansion of an opulent father, she is reduced to the shelter of
some contracted lodging in a country town, attended by a single female
servant, and with difficulty living on the interest of two or three thousand
pounds, reluctantly, and perhaps irregularly, paid to her by an avaricious or
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extravagant brother, who considers such payment as a heavy incumbrance
on his paternal estate. Such is the condition in which the unmarried
daughters of English gentlemen are too frequently found. (7)
Gaskell's spinsters are not contemporaries ofBronte's spinsters in Shirley; however, they
share similar idiosyncrasies and economic problems. Cranford's spinsters, all of whom
as members of the middle-class strive to maintain perfect gentility, illustrate the economic
plight of unmarried women by their seclusion from the economic world around them.
Charlotte Bronte presents a complete spectrum of unmarried women in Shirley:
four generations whose different views illuminate the changes in Victorian society and
present some hope for the future. The oldest generation consists of the old maids Miss
Mann and Miss Ainley, whose behavior conforms to a notion of spinsters and charity
almost past by the time the novel was written. Next in line is the younger but still very
much unmarried Hortense Moore, whose devotion to her brother represents the life of
many Victorian spinsters who dedicated themselves sacrificially to their families as
surrogate mothers and wives. The young unmarried women represented by Shirley and
Caroline are acutely aware of the evils of allowing themselves to grow bitter and useless
and of the need for occupation other than the approved sewing and visiting expected of
young ladies. The final generation is represented by a child, Rose Yorke, whose mature
notions about what her future life will be like transcend those of Shirley and Caroline
since the ability to fulfill them seems within her power. Bronte's spectrum of unmarried
women illustrates why change in society occurs gradually. While Caroline cannot
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imagine living her life like Miss Ainley, Rose Yorke cannot imagine living her life
secluded in the rectory like Caroline.
Charity was one of those "occupations" deemed appropriate for spinsters and
women in general by Victorian society. Before the eighteenth century, "whether it took
the form of donating large sums to build hospitals and almshouses or giving money to
individual beggars or paupers, almsgiving was an essentially religious exercise" (Elliott
15). When enclosure began to change the economy of England and subsequently large
numbers of the working-class began to relocate to industrial cities, "relieving distress
through charity often became, in practice as well as in theory, a matter of voluntarily
promoting general public good rather than fulfilling obligations to God by providing
expected support and services to those on one's estate or in the parish" (Elliott 19). The
curate Donne in Shirley expresses this evolution when he emphasizes the social rather
than religious reason why he disdains Shirley's five-pound contribution. He claims that
in the south of England, "a lady with a thousand a-year would be ashamed to give five
pounds for a public object" (286). Understanding his rebuke as social rather than
religious, Shirley exercises her higher social standing to expel the curate from her
property. In The Angel out ofthe House, Dorice Williams Elliott states that "by depicting
the needy as children, middle- and upper-class women could be represented as mothers to
those beneath them on the social scale and as wives to public men who used philanthropy
to address political and social problems" (11). Philanthropy became much more of a
social exercise than a religious one in Victorian England.
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In Shirley, Miss Ainley practices the older form of philanthropy-that performed
for religious reasons. Miss Ainley's "beneficence was the familiar topic of the poor in
Briarfield. They were not works of almsgiving: the old maid was too poor to give much,
though she straitened herself to privation that she might contribute her mite when
needful: they were the works of a sister of Charity, far more difficult to perform than
those of a Lady Bountiful" (197). Miss Ainley's devotion eventually wins her the
occupation of directing Shirley's money to the most needy; and, as the one in Briarfield
most aware of the needs of the poor, she is capable and willing. Her life exemplifies the
idea that by living to serve others, one lays up treasures for eternity. Caroline says of
Miss Ainley that
She talked never of herself - always of others. Their faults she passed
over; her theme was their wants, which she sought to supply; their
sufferings, which she longed to alleviate. She was religious - a professor
of religion - what some would call "a saint," and she referred to religion
often in sanctioned phrase - in phrase which those who possess a
perception of the ridiculous, without owning the power of exactly testing
and truly judging character, would certainly have esteemed a proper
subject for satire - a matter for mimicry and laughter. They would have
been hugely mistaken for their pains. Sincerity is never ludicrous; it is
always respectable. (197)
Miss Ainley's role as a spinster matches what society has deemed appropriate for
unmarried women. The narrator's undermining of Miss Ainley's religious reasons for
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performing charity reveals the narrator's alignment with Shirley and Caroline, both of
whom reject traditional Christian views about charity although they admire Miss Ainley's
dedication and sincerity. Anticipating the reader's skepticism at Miss Ainley's near
perfection, the narrator assures the reader that Miss Ainley is not "a figment of
imagination - no - we seek the originals of such portraits in real life only" (198). Bronte
asserts the reality of her characters partly to assure the reader that the trials these spinsters
face are not fictitious.
Caroline attempts to emulate Miss Ainley's charity, following her plans
"conscientiously, perseveringly. It was very hard work at first - it was even hard work to
the end, but it helped her to stem and keep down anguish: it forced her to be employed; it
forbade her to brood; and gleams of satisfaction chequered her grey life her and there
when she found she had done good, imparted pleasure, or allayed suffering" (199).
Caroline sacrifices clothing for herself and invests her time by sewing for the young girls
in her class. But all "these efforts brought her neither health of body nor continued peace
of mind: with them all, she wasted, grew more joyless and more wan[.... ] Winter
seemed conquering her spring: the mind's soil and its treasures were freezing gradually to
barren stagnation" (199). For this reason, Caroline eventually rejects Miss Ainley's way
of life as a proper occupation for herself, not because she views Miss Ainley's charity as
useless, but because such charity fails to fulfill her emotional needs. Perhaps Caroline's
problem stems from her prior love for Robert; perhaps she is still too young to resign
herself to a life of constant giving. Conversations with Shirley seem to confirm, though,
that primarily Caroline's beliefs about life prevent her from finding fulfillment in Miss
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Ainley's occupation. For example, after Miss Ainley admits to Caroline that there is
"little enjoyment to this world for her" so she looks "to the bliss of the world to come,"
Caroline likens such a life to that of "nuns - with their close cell, their iron lamp, their
robe strait as a shroud, their bed narrow as a coffin" (376). Caroline firmly believes, with
Shirley, that "existence never was originally meant to be that useless, blank, pale, slow
trailing thing it often becomes to many" (376).
In Cranford, the consuming occupation of the older spinsters is not charity, but
"elegant economy" (3). Whereas all of Miss Ainley's thoughts seem occupied with good
deeds, the inhabitants of Cranford seem much more concerned with scrimping and saving
pennies in order to maintain their gentility. The spinsters' inability to participate in the
business world indicates not a lack of intellect, but determination to represent feminine
gentility. Since managing a household efficiently is a womanly occupation, their
households operate precisely and within budget. Yet the spinsters carefully maintain their
ignorance of all matters relating to the business world outside of Cranford. As the
narrator states at the beginning of Cranford:
For keeping the trim gardens full of choice flowers without a weed to
speck them; for frightening away little boys who look wistfully at the said
flowers through the railings; for rushing out at the geese that occasionally
venture in to the gardens if the gates are left open; for deciding all
questions of literature and politics without troubling themselves with
unnecessary reasons or arguments; for obtaining clear and correct
knowledge of everybody's affairs in the parish; for keeping their neat
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maid-servants in admirable order; for kindness (somewhat dictatorial) to
the poor, and real tender good offices to each other whenever they are in
distress, the ladies of Cranford are quite sufficient. "A man," as one of
them observed to me once, "is so in the way in the house!" (1-2)
The ladies of Cranford spend most of their time in their houses because they are aware
that outside of their houses a man might be useful or that they might encounter something
which would threaten their gentility. These spinsters cannot even be occupied with
anything too lucrative which might endanger their social position. For example, Miss
Matty, having lost her income because of a bank failure, opens a small shop selling tea
and candies in her front room only after she has been assured that such an enterprise will
not compete with the local stores and really will not bring her too much business.
Although Miss Matty's worry about the loss of business for the other store is charitable,
her worry also originates from her unwillingness to enter the business world. As Bridget
Hill states: "If there were certain things all spinsters had in common there was a divide if not always that clear - between middle- and labouring-class spinsters. With those of
the middling class the controlling factor in their lives was gentility" (Hill 176). These old
maids maintain their gentility and independence by occupying themselves with a non
lucrative, non-productive economy. The gentility of the spinsters in Cranford effectively
separates them from the economic pressures of an industrialized nation. While such a
place as Cranford might be amusing to visit and certainly is charming to read about,
living in a town where "neither births, deaths, nor marriages" occur regularly and
everyone lives "in the same house" and wears "pretty nearly the same well-preserved,
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old-fashioned clothes" would be rather dull and somewhat frightening, like living in a
museum (20). Gaskell, through the eccentricity of the spinsters' voluntary exile, shows
that such a society of unmarried women cannot exist separated from the changes in the
world without risking extinction. Without births and marriages a community eventually
disappears.

Cranford's spinsters miraculously all manage their finances well enough to live
alone or with other unmarried women, but many unmarried women in Victorian society
not financially independent enough to live on their own or whose families deemed it
improper often found occupation and a home by functioning as surrogate wives,
managing the household of an unmarried brother or caring for an elderly parent.
Particularly in children's books, spinsters also functioned as surrogate mothers, either
temporarily or permanently taking care of orphaned children. For example, in the
children's story The Cuckoo Clock published by Mary Louisa Molesworth in 1877, two
elderly spinster aunts care for Griselda, a motherless little girl who has adventures with
the cuckoo from the cuckoo clock to the other side of the moon, to butterfly land, and to
the palace of the mandarins, of which adventures her aunts are completely unaware. The
unmarried aunts are portrayed as well-meaning but inept parents for Griselda, with
idiosyncrasies such as Aunt Tabitha's tendency to repeat everything Miss Grizzel says as
if she has no mind of her own. The conclusion of the story only enhances the aunts'
ineptness as mothers: Griselda finds companionship in her new friend Phil and his mother
and the story ends happily, implying that a mother with children of her own rather than
the unmarried aunts will bring contentment and happiness to Griselda's lonely life. The
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surrogate wives in Shirley, Miss Mann and Hortense, successfully dedicate their lives to
serving their immediate family members, but such dedication threatens to imperil their
own happiness.
Hortense manages Robert's household and idolizes him to the extent that her
existence as a character seems dependent on his existence. Her only goal, to manage a
perfect Belgian household, still does not provide for Robert a "home": he retains his self
sufficiency by spending some nights at the mill. As a surrogate wife, Hortense feels that
it is her "duty to be happy" wherever Robert is, although "certainly a thousand things"
cause her to long for their native Belgium (93). Of Robert, Hortense is "very proud[ ...]
she regarded him as the greatest man in Europe; all he said and did was remarkable in her
eyes, and she expected others to behold him from the same point of view" (93).
Hortense's self-deception becomes evident when even Caroline, who wishes to marry
Robert, recognizes some need for improvement in Robert's actions and character.
Although Hortense's life at the present seems happy, Miss Mann's similar experiences
cast doubt on whether Hortense's future will be as happy, especially when a wife
occupies Robert's affections and household.
Miss Mann's early occupation in life as a surrogate wife to family members aligns
her with Hortense and forecasts a solitary and lonely end for Hortense. The quintessential
old maid, Miss Mann (like Hortense) is "surrounded by perfect neatness, cleanliness, and
comfort; (after all, is it not a virtue in old maids that solitude rarely makes them negligent
or disorderly?)" (193) The sterile neatness of the spinsters' houses is depressing: such
accuracy and precision betrays the fact that no one else is present to create disorder. The
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description by the narrator of Miss Mann as "corpse-like" aligns her with the feeling of
slow death which Caroline experiences when contemplating Miss Ainley's life (195).
Miss Mann sits "primly and somewhat grimly-tidy in a cushioned rocking-chair, her
hands busied with some knitting: this was her favourite work, as it required the least
exertion" (193). Before her present solitude, Miss Mann was "a most devoted daughter
and sister, an unwearied watcher by lingering deathbeds; that to prolonged and unrelaxing
attendance on the sick the malady that now poisoned her own life owed its origin" (196).
Now, besides knitting, she occupies herself with the "business" of critiquing others "in a
singularly cool, deliberate manner, like some surgeon practicing with his scalpel on a
lifeless subject: she made few distinctions; she allowed scarcely any one to be good; she
dissected impartially almost all her acquaintance" (194-5). In her search for occupation
Miss Mann has made it her business to critique others. The narrator's choice of surgery
as the comparison to Miss Mann's critique shows that this is an occupation gone awry.
Surgeons usually operate to preserve life; this surgeon strives only for precision and
accuracy on a dead subject. This surgeon could almost be performing an autopsy to
determine the cause of death. Bronte demonstrates through Hortense and Miss Mann that
nurture directed toward immediate family rather than toward a husband and children
could result in lack of fulfillment and bitterness. From these descriptions, Caroline's
decision not to live any longer than necessary with her uncle Helstone seems to be
warranted.
Although there are no surrogate mothers in Shirley, the significance of what
children meant to Victorian women is reflected in Caroline's despondency over Robert's
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indifference. When Caroline realizes that Robert does not share her feelings enough to
marry her, she says: "I suppose, as Robert does not care for me, I shall never have a
husband to love, not little children to take care of. Till lately I had reckoned securely on
the duties and affections of wife and mother to occupy my existence. I considered,
somehow, as a matter of course, that I was growing up to the ordinary destiny, and never
troubled myself to seek any other; but now, I perceive plainly, I may have been mistaken"
(190). Caroline accurately uses the word "securely"; having lost her dream of a family
she believes that she has no hope for the future. Caroline's initial decision to become a
governess may reflect a desire to function as a surrogate mother to someone else's
children if she could not have her own. Yet Bronte, through the former governess Mrs.
Pryor, discourages Caroline from pursuing such a role, partially because, as a governess,
she recognized that such roles rarely satisfied either the child or the surrogate mother.
Recognizing that some unmarried women, like Caroline, longed for children for
whom to care, George MacDonald in Phantastes created a land where maidens could
experience the joys of motherhood without being married. First published in 1858,
Phantastes relates a man's adventures in Fairy Land. While in the fairy palace, the man

reads a story about a planet older than Earth on which one season could last an entire
lifetime. On that planet, instead of arms, the women have wings whose varying hues
depend upon the location and timing of their "birth." Children are not born to a mother
and father, but are simply found by young maidens. A girl may hear "a cry: for even there
a cry is the first utterance; and searching about, she findeth, under an overhanging rock,
or within a clump of bushes, or, it may be, betwixt gray stones on the side of a hill, or in
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any other sheltered and unexpected spot, a little child. This she taketh tenderly, and
beareth home with joy, calling out, 'Mother, mother'-if so be that her mother lives-'!
have got a baby-I have found a child! "' (98-9). MacDonald imagines a community of
women who rejoice in caring for children outside of the bounds deemed appropriate on
Earth. In this culture,
according, in part, to their own fancy, the young women go out to look for
children. They generally avoid seeking them, though they cannot help
sometimes finding them, in places and with circumstances uncongenial to
their peculiar likings. But no sooner is a child found, than its claim for
protection and nurture obliterates all feeling of choice in the matter[....]
principally in the woods and along the river banks, do the maidens go
looking for children, just as children look for flowers. (99)
In MacDonald's story, children are greeted the same way as they are greeted on Earth;
however, the manner of birth is changed so that all women have the chance to become
mothers. MacDonald's inclusion of this particular tale in Phantastes places this
otherwise seemingly anachronistic novel into the middle of Victorian social discussions.
Unwed mothers, generally of the lower classes, were simultaneously ignored and scorned
by the upper-classes. The social fate of these children, born outside of wedlock, was
similar to that of middle-class spinsters who found employment: they had no definite
social status. Phantastes solves these problems by having children simply be found. The
women in Phantastes cannot resist the child's "claim for protection and nurture"; this
"claim" is what Miss Matty in Cranford misses: the feeling of being needed.
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In Cranford, Miss Matty's dream includes a child but lacks a husband. Miss
Matty's only desire appears to be the emotional fulfillment of caring for a child. Miss
Matty tells the narrator:
"I was always so fond of little children-the shyest babies would stretch
out their little arms to come to me; when I was a girl, I was half my leisure
time nursing in the neighbouring cottages; but I don't know how it was,
when I grew sad and grave-which I did a year or two after this time-the
little things drew back from me, and I am afraid I lost the knack, though I
am just as fond of children as ever, and have a strange yearning at my
heart whenever I see a mother with her baby in her arms. Nay, my dear"
(and by a sudden blaze which sprang up from a fall of the unstirred coals, I
saw that her eyes were full of tears-gazing intently on some vision of
what might have been), "do you know I dream sometimes that I have a
little child-always the same-a little girl of about two years old; she
never grows older, though I have dreamt about her for many years. I don't
think I ever dream of any words or sound she makes; she is very noiseless
and still, but she comes to me when she is very sorry or very glad, and I
have wakened with the clasp of her dear little arms round my neck." (163)
If Miss Matty's "little girl" grew older, her dependency on and love for Miss Matty might
lessen. At two years of age, the little girl of Miss Matty's imagination is old enough to
reciprocate feelings and still dependent enough to have a very strong emotional bond with
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whoever cares for her. Yet Miss Matty's dream, like the story in Phantastes, excludes the
usual precursor to having a child-marriage.
Miss Matty's desire for children exhibits itself in her dreaming, a pastime which
many men, busy with an occupation, simply did not indulge in. In Shirley, Robert,
irritated by everyone's assumption that he is looking for a wife, tells the curate Malone
his opinion of marriage:
they have assigned me every marriageable single woman by turns in the
district. Now it was the two Misses Wynns- first the dark, then the light
one. Now the red-haired Miss Armitage, then the mature Ann Pearson; at
present you throw on my shoulders all the tribe of the Misses Sykes. On
what ground this gossip rests, God knows. I visit nowhere- I seek female
society about as assiduously as you do, Mr. Malone. If ever I go to
Whinbury, it is only to give Sykes or Pearson a call in their counting
house; where our discussions run on other topics than matrimony, and our
thoughts are occupied with other things than courtships, establishments,
dowries: the cloth we can't sell, the hands we can't employ, the mills we
can't run, the perverse course of events generally, which we cannot alter,
fill our hearts, I take it, pretty well at present, to the tolerably complete
exclusion of such figments as love-making, &c. (56)
Robert's thoughts are consumed with the economic problems which motivate the entire
plot of Shirley: the inability to sell his cloth, which results in unemployment for the poor
and causes tension between the master and the hands. Even when he discusses marriage,
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his language is completely mercantile: establishments and dowries both require
significant amounts of money which he does not possess. Since marrying without means
was considered extremely imprudent, aristocratic men of little money necessarily sought
wealthy wives. As Jalland states, "money was undoubtedly a vital prerequisite for
marriage in most cases. Even if money was not necessary for its own sake (which was
rare), the possession of means was thought to say something about the character of the
man concerned" (Jalland 55). Women may have time to dream, but as Robert Moore tells
Mr. Yorke, he is not "in a position to be dreaming of marriage," having "settled it
decidedly that marriage and love are superfluities, intended only for the rich, who live at
ease, and have no need to take thought for the morrow; or desperations, the last and
reckless joy of the deeply wretched, who never hope to rise out of the slough of their utter
poverty" (180). Yet Robert does not completely deny himself the pleasure of dreaming;
his dreams are simply mercantile rather than domestic. While Robert can immerse
himself in managing the mill, Caroline lacks a similar preoccupation: something to take
her interest so fully that her mind will not be filled with thoughts of marriage and
children.
Caroline's wish for employment partially arises from her conviction that she
should not dream so much, a conviction which she shared with other Victorian women
including Florence Nightingale and Charlotte Bronte. Enduring the painful company of
the Misses Sykes and the curates, Caroline berates herself, "feeling at her heart's core
what a dreaming fool she was; what an unpractical life she led; how little fitness there
was in her for ordinary intercourse with the ordinary world" (133). In Cassandra,
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Florence Nightingale states her own experience with dreaming: "Women dream of a great
sphere of steady, not sketchy benevolence, of moral activity, for which they would fain be
trained and fitted, instead of working in the dark, neither knowing nor registering whither
their steps lead, whether farther from or nearer to the aim" (38). In a conversation in
which Shirley basically interviews Caroline about her views about old maids, Caroline
admits that she would like "something compulsory to fill my head and hands, and to
occupy my thoughts" (235). Her attempt to approach her uncle about a profession leads
to this advice: "stick to the needle - learn shirt-making and gown-making, and pie-crust
making, and you'll be a clever woman some day" (122). Charlotte Bronte's own letters
provide a partial source for Caroline's dreaming. After writing to the poet Robert
Southey about her aspirations to write with a sample of her poetry, she received the
following response about dreaming: "The day dreams in which you habitually indulge are
likely to induce a distempered state of mind; and in proportion as all the ordinary uses of
the world seem to you flat and unprofitable, you will be unfitted for them without
becoming fitter for anything else. Literature cannot be the business of a woman's life,
and it ought not to be. The more she is engaged in her proper duties, the less leisure will
she have for it, even as an accomplishment and a recreation" (LCB 111). Southey's
response to Bronte's aspirations reflects the beliefs of some Victorians that women's
minds were not suited to mental exertion and that their natural duties were in the
household. Bronte's response to his injunction to submerge herself in "proper duties" can
be found in the letter she wrote back to him:
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I know the first letter I wrote to you was all senseless trash from beginning
to end; but I am not altogether the idle dreaming being it would seem to
denote[....] I find enough to occupy my thoughts all day long, and my
head and hands too, without having a moment's time for one dream of the
imagination. In the evening, I confess, I do think, but I never trouble any
one else with my thoughts. I carefully avoid any appearance of pre
occupation and eccentricity, which might lead those I live amongst to
suspect the nature of my pursuits. (LCB 113)
Bronte's "pursuits" were her writings, a sample of which she had sent to Southey for
approbation or criticism. Bronte's letter to Southey indicates that Caroline's becoming a
governess probably would not have helped her give up dreaming. And, becoming a
governess would have left her as lonely as she was before she gained occupation.
Caroline's initial decision to be a governess horrifies Mrs.Pryor because of her
experiences as a governess. Mrs.Pryor's reflections on being a governess resemble those
of Charlotte Bronte in a letter dated December 21, 1839: "I hate and abhor the very
thoughts of governess-ship" (LCB 132). A genteel woman could retain her gentility as a
governess, but socially she was still compromised. She was neither as high in social
status as those she worked for nor as low as other servants in the household, denying her
fellowship with either.
Professions threatened not only a woman's social status but also her femininity.
While Caroline is still considering finding an occupation, Shirley questions her about the
common belief that professions "make women masculine, coarse, unwomanly." Caroline
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responds that "whether unmarried and never-to-be-married women are unattractive and
inelegant, or not" should not matter and that the "utmost which ought to be required of
old maids, in the way of appearance, is that they should not absolutely offend men's eyes
as they pass them in the street; for the rest, they should be allowed, without too much
scorn, to be as absorbed, grave, plain-looking, and plain-dressed as they please" (235).
But even in this statement Caroline privileges men; she says that old maids "should not
absolutely offend men's eyes" (235). Why should appearance matter at all? This
statement by Caroline revives a debate which appeared in an earlier chapter dedicated to
the discussion of old maids. Both Fanny, the housemaid to whom Caroline confides, and
Robert Moore, when describing the local spinsters, blame the older spinsters' appearances
for their unhappy state. As Fanny says, "gentlemen think only of ladies' looks" (192).
When Fanny assures Caroline that "there are no signs of an old maid" about her, Caroline
instantly looks into the mirror to view her complexion (192). Though Fanny could
merely have been referring to typical habits or actions of spinsters, Caroline correctly
understands Fanny's "signs" to be purely physical. Robert's perception of these same old
maids closely resembles Fanny's. His reply to Caroline, assuring her that she could never
be an old maid, praises her eyes, her forehead, her nose, and her voice-a completely
physical description. Implying that spinsters are born fated to be spinsters, he says:
''Nature made her [Miss Mann] in the mood in which she makes her briars and thorns"
(193). The narrator assumes the job of counteracting these assumptions about appearance
by revealing Miss Mann's outward hardness to be "all a figment of fancy, a matter of
surface. Miss Mann's goblin-grimness scarcely went deeper than the angel-sweetness of
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hundreds of beauties" (194). The narrator's acute observation reveals the possibly
contradictory nature of appearance: a beautiful exterior may hide insufficient interior
development; lack of exterior beauty may denote greater inward beauty and strength.
Those not blessed with outward beauty may strive harder to develop inward beauty,
whereas outward beauty may mask corruption and deceit. But the opposite may still be
true: an ugly exterior could just as well indicate a rotten personality. The narrator's
opinion is confirmed by Mrs.Pryor, who confides in Caroline that she "had reason to
dread a fair outside, to mistrust a popular bearing, to shudder before distinction, grace,
and courtesy. Beauty and affability had come in my way when I was recluse, desolate,
young, and ignorant[ ....] I followed them home, and when into their hands I had given
without reserve my whole chance of future happiness, it was my lot to witness a
transfiguration on the domestic hearth: to see the white mask lifted, the bright disguise
put away" (411). Because of this experience Mrs.Pryor doubted the goodness of her own
daughter, believing that "a form so straight and fine[ ...] must conceal a mind warped
and cruel" (414).
Somehow, this appearance/reality theme seems "especially pertinent to women"
(Lawson 732). Joe Scott, a workman at Robert Moore's mill, in his plain-spoken speech
utters the following sentiments: "I've seen clean, trim young things, that looked as denty
and pure as daisies, and wi' time a body fun' 'em out to be nowt but stinging, venomed
nettles" (149). Favorable appearance (coupled with favorable social position), however,
seems to reward women with permission to speak freely to men. After Shirley's tirade
against injustice to Mr.Yorke, the narrator reveals that "from a man, Mr.Yorke would
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not have borne this language very patiently, nor would he have endured it from some
women; but he accounted Shirley both honest and pretty, and her plain-spoken ire amused
him" (357). The uglier the spinster (such as Miss Ainley), the more the compensation in
unselfishness and benevolence must be toward society for that lack of attractiveness.
Such a system-strange and definitely unfair-seems to reduce society's feeling of
responsibility for these lonely unmarried women, making it the woman's responsibility to
be charitable and to scrimp and save pennies to help the poor.
In Cranford, Elizabeth Gaskell's spinsters retain their social status and femininity
by faithfully occupying themselves with genteel occupations such as sewing and visiting.
They have "rules and regulations for visiting and calls; and they were announced to any
young people who might be staying in the town, with all the solemnity with which the old
Manx laws were read once a year on the Tinwald Mount" (3). The narrator comments on
Cranford's fascination with small details: "I had often occasion to notice the use that was
made of fragments and small opportunities in Cranford; the rose-leaves that were
gathered ere they fell to make into a pot-pourri for someone who had no garden; the little
bundles of lavender flowers sent to strew the drawers of some town-dweller, or to burn in
the chamber of some invalid. Things that many would despise, and actions which it
seemed scarcely worth while to perform, were all attended to in Cranford" (23).
Cranford's interest in fragments extends even to the sunbeams which threaten Miss
Jenkyns' new carpet and which are counteracted by newspapers moved every quarter of
an hour when the sunbeams shift (20). These single women take apart a mature rose
before it has started to wither to make potpourri, interrupting nature. What they produce
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is not unlovely, but the original function of the rose is denied. Similarly, these women
seem chosen for the role of spinsterhood while still in their prime---consider the narrator,
who begins the novel young but by the end of Cranford has joined the ranks of the older
spinsters. Rather than caring for a husband and children, these women occupy their time
together. Yet the matter seems more serious than simply a change in intended purpose
the roses' being tom apart for potpourri not only disrupts nature, it also brings about
death more quickly. This disruption in nature is not just noted by Gaskell in Cranford; in
Shirley, the narrator says of Caroline when she occupied herself with Miss Ainley's form
of charity that "winter seemed conquering her spring" (199).
After rejecting Miss Ainley's religious charity, Miss Mann and Hortense's
surrogate-wifehood, and Mrs. Pryor's independent profession, Caroline finally finds
occupation in marriage. Her marriage actually resembles social charity, as she attempts to
reform Robert Moore both before and after marriage. Reading Shakespeare's Coriolanus
with Robert one night at Hollow's cottage, she persists in finding parallels between
Robert the mill-owner and Coriolanus. She diagnoses Coriolanus's flaw and directs her
assessment to Robert, saying, "you must not be proud to your work-people; you must not
neglect chances of soothing them, and you must not be of an inflexible nature, uttering a
request as austerely as if it were a command" (117). Caroline advises Robert in this
instance like a mother chiding her child for bad manners, not like a wife or cousin. In
addition, Caroline "cannot help thinking it unjust to include all poor working people
under the general and insulting name of 'the mob,' and continually to think of them and
treat them haughtily" (118). Caroline may not be able to perform charity religiously,
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being content to receive rewards in heaven, but she can mediate between the workers and
their master, entering a level ofpolitical discourse which Miss Ainley would never
attempt. In her marriage to Robert and her effort to transform him into an industrial
philanthropist, Caroline finds the joy in charity that previously eluded her. Robert's
description ofhow Caroline will care for him strikingly resembles the way that as a
spinster she would have cared for the poor, ministering through her hands and bringing
solace. Robert says: "She will care for me, in her way: these hands will be the gentle
ministrants ofevery comfort I can taste. I know the being I seek to entwine with my own
will bring me a solace - a charity - a purity - to which, ofmyself, I am a stranger" (595).
Caroline's marriage provides her with the wealth and security to achieve her charitable
impulses through Robert. When Caroline asks Robert ifhe will do good with his money,
he replies: "I will do good; you shall tell me how: indeed, I have some scheme ofmy
own, which you and I will talk about on our own hearth one day. I have seen the
necessity ofdoing good: I have learned the downright folly ofbeing selfish" (597).
Robert's plan for charitable giving, like Thornton's in Gaskell's North and South,
intermingles with his industrial dreams: "Caroline, the houseless, the starving, the
unemployed, shall come to Hollow's mill from far and near; and Joe Scott shall give them
work, and Louis Moore, Esq., shall let them a tenement, and Mrs. Gill shall mete them a
portion till the first pay-day" (598). Through marriage and security, Caroline gains a
voice and helps achieve the better relations between master and workers for which she
strove as an unmarried woman.
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Caroline's voice before her marriage goes largely unheard. For example, her
famous "Men of England" speech is uttered only in her own mind. Caroline's plea for
something worthwhile and fulfilling to occupy her time results in the following:
Men of England! look at your poor girls, many of them fading around you,
dropping off in consumption or decline; or, what is worse, degenerating to
sour old maids, - envious, backbiting, wretched, because life is a desert to
them; or, what is worst of all, reduced to strive, by scarce modest coquetry
and debasing artifice, to gain that position and consideration by marriage,
which to celibacy is denied. Fathers! cannot you alter these things?
Perhaps not all at once; but consider the matter well when it is brought
before you, receive it as a theme worthy of thought: do not dismiss it with
an idle jest or an unmanly insult. You would wish to be proud of your
daughters and not to blush for them - then seek for them an interest and an
occupation which shall raise them above the flirt, the manoeuvrer, the
mischief-making talebearer. Keep your girls' minds narrow and fettered they will still be a plague and a care, sometimes a disgrace to you:
cultivate them- give them scope and work - they will be your gayest
companions in health; your tenderest nurses in sickness; your most faithful
prop in age. (378-9)
Caroline's plea begins on behalf of "your" girls, not just "the" girls in England. She
expects the men of England to feel a sense of possession and responsibility toward their
daughters and she appeals to their authority to effect reform. Appealing to their
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masculinity and pride, she warns them not to be "unmanly" and to consider their own
well-being as directly relevant to their daughters' success and happiness. Caroline
advocates not equality, just consideration in return for added benefits. These young
women will remain "companions," "nurses," and "props," sacrificing their own freedom
for their families.
Caroline's voice is heard, with Shirley's, when they challenge the interpretation of
Scripture. Talking to Joe Scott outside the church when they should be inside
participating in the service, Caroline and Shirley represent a culture which had begun to
look outside of the church to formulate their beliefs about religion and science.
Responding to Joe's opinion that women should "take their husbands' opinion, both in
politics and religion" because it is "wholesomest," Caroline and Shirley respond with a
reinterpretation of Joe's source (323). Caroline argues that if she could read "the original
Greek" she would discover "that many of the words have been wrongly translated,
perhaps misapprehended altogether" (324). Even the uneducated Joe Scott fails to accept
that reasoning. But by offering their own readings, Caroline and Shirley, though they
lack formal education, dismiss accepted translations and perceptions in favor of
independent thinking. Lansbury writes about Cranford that "when the world ventures to
intrude in the form of a bank failure or a railway it is immediately translated by Cranford
into terms acceptable to itself. Peter knows instinctively that his years in India have
significance for this society, but only when they are adapted to conform with its own
vision of distant lands" (Lansbury 93). Specifically, Cranford's residents reinvent Peter's
masculine tales and the masculine outside economy. In both Shirley and Cranford, the
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heroines must not only think for themselves, but they must reinterpret texts previously
interpreted only by masculine authority.
Unlike Caroline, who cannot seem to find any suitable occupation, the narrator
reveals Shirley to be blessed with the capacity to write, an occupation which she never
chooses to pursue.
If Shirley were not an indolent, a reckless, an ignorant being, she would
take a pen at such moments; or at least while the recollection of such
moments was yet fresh on her spirit: she would seize, she would fix the
apparition, tell the vision revealed. Had she a little more of the organ of
Acquisitiveness in her head - a little more of the love of property in her
nature, she would take a good-sized sheet of paper and write plainly out, in
her own queer but clear and legible hand, the story that has been narrated,
the song that has been sung to her, and thus possess what she was enabled
to create. But indolent she is, reckless she is, and most ignorant, for she
does not know her dreams are rare - her feelings peculiar: she does not
know, has never known, and will die without knowing, the full value of
that spring whose bright fresh bubbling in her heart keeps it green. (374)
As Bridget Hill notes, "if single women had the ability to write, this gave them a way out
of the confined and restricted lives they otherwise would endure. Almost all such single
women who turned to writing gave financial necessity as the main motive for their
becoming authors. But at the same time through writing they gained the possibility of a
more fulfilled life, wider horizons, new friends and acquaintances and a degree of
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independence" (180). Certainly Charlotte Bronte's own writing expanded her horizons,
providing her with correspondents such as Elizabeth Gaskell and with additional income.
In The Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar argue that "gifted as she
is with extraordinary visions, Shirley represents one more attempt on Bronte's part to
come to terms with the silences of even the most inspired women" (393). Shirley has no
economic need to write, yet she might have experienced the emotional fulfillment which
she assures Henry would accompany his profession as a writer or poet. But as an
independent heiress, Shirley must pay her duties to society: Mr. Hall reminds Shirley that
"it is not permitted" that she please just herself (442).
Shirley's vision is compromised by the influence that men seem to have over the
telling of her stories. While discussing a possible trip to the sea with Caroline and Mrs.
Pryor, Shirley speculates on what might happen if they spotted a mermaid "fair as
alabaster" with "straight, pure lineaments" and "a preternatural lure in its wily glance"
while at sea (249). She says that if they were men, they would "spring at the sign, the
cold billow would be dared for the sake of the colder enchantress; being women, we stand
safe, though not dreadless" (249). Then she calls the mermaid a "temptress-terror!
monstrous likeness of ourselves!" (249) Caroline recognizes that this characterization
places women in a precarious position and reminds Shirley that they are "neither
temptresses, nor terrors, nor monsters" (250). Shirley replies to Caroline's rebuke that
men sometimes attribute such characteristics to women, a response that proves that
Shirley has willingly allowed a masculine perspective to enter her story. Shirley has
already expressed a desire to look for mermaids herself, which implies that the men's
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vision appeals not only to them, but also to her-she is not completely repulsed by the
fact that some men see women like mermaids as "temptresses," "terrors," and "monsters."
Similar sentiments about women are expressed later in Shirley by the young boy Martin
about Caroline. Sulking because she did not respond as he thought she should, he
describes Caroline's appearance using two words which rather eerily remind the reader of
the mermaid story: "charm" and "beguile" (548). Vowing that she has no such power
over him, he says: "What is she? A thread-paper, a doll, a toy- a girl, in short" (548).
Shirley's vision is compromised again when Louis narrates a story she wrote as a
schoolgirl. In the story, Eva, an obvious deviation from Eve, feels herself
a small, forgotten atom of life, a spark of soul, emitted inadvertent from
the great creative source, and now burning unmarked to waste in the heart
of a black hollow. She asked, was she thus to burn out and perish, her
living light doing no good, never seen, never needed, - a star in an else
starless firmament, - which nor shepherd, nor wanderer, nor sage, nor
priest, tracked as a guide, or read as a prophecy? Could this be, she
demanded, when the flame of her intelligence burned so vivid; when her
life beat so true, and real, and potent; when something within her stirred
disquieted, and restlessly asserted a God-given strength for which it
insisted she should find exercise? (458).
The great similarity between Eva's sentiments and those expressed by Caroline as she
contemplates what will become of her life indicates that Bronte believed that the lack of
occupation for women was not simply a Victorian problem. The accuracy of the
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storytelling becomes a question: Louis does not read the story, he recites it from memory.
Perhaps something was lost or changed in the retelling. Similarly, Shirley's acceptance of
Louis's proposal is narrated by Louis, making Shirley's reactions somewhat less credible.
Shirley's authorial voice is compromised by the intrusion of masculine opinions and
narration, a problem which Victorian women novelists faced since they depended upon
men to edit and publish their works. Masculine approval was necessary to succeed in the
literary world. In Enfranchisement of Women, Harriet Taylor Mill wrote that
successful literary women are just as unlikely to prefer the cause of women
to their own social consideration. They depend on men's opinion for their
literary as well as for their feminine successes; and such is their bad
opinion of men, that they believe there is not more than one in ten
thousand who does not dislike and fear strength, sincerity, or high spirit in
a woman. They are therefore anxious to earn pardon and toleration for
whatever of these qualities their writings may exhibit on other subjects, by
a studied display of submission on this: that they may give no occasion for
vulgar men to say (what nothing will prevent vulgar men from saying),
that learning makes women unfeminine, and that literary ladies are likely
to be bad wives. (Rossi 117)
In their study of Charlotte Bronte, Diane Hoeveler and Lisa Jadwin assert that Bronte
herself "relinquishes her authority as a storyteller several times," leaving the reader "with
various forms of truth, none of which are complete or final" in those sections where Louis
and Robert narrate their interactions with Shirley (107).
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Shirley, perhaps realizing that her visions are compromised by the intrusion of
masculine perspective, reveals that she understands what would happen if she dared to
criticize their creations. Shirley's critique of men is that they cannot see or read women
correctly. According to Shirley,
the cleverest, the acutest men are often under an illusion about women:
they do not read them in a true light: they misapprehend them, both for
good and evil: their good woman is a queer thing, half doll, half angel;
their bad woman almost always a fiend. Then to hear them fall into
ecstasies with each other's creations, worshipping the heroine of such a
poem - novel - drama, thinking it fine - divine! Fine and divine it may
be, but often quite artificial - false as the rose in my best bonnet there.
(343)
Shirley's claim that these men's creations are "artificial" accuses the men of not seeing
reality and of not knowing truth. Shirley's "real opinion of some first-rate female
characters in first-rate works" would leave her "dead under a cairn of avenging stones in
half an hour" (343). Shirley claims for women the ability to "read men more truly than
men read women" (343). For example, she vehemently asserts that Milton tried, but
could not "see" the first woman. So Shirley rewrites Milton (and Genesis):
the first woman's breast that heaved with life on this world yielded the
daring which could contend with Omnipotence: the strength which could
bear a thousand years of bondage, - the vitality which could feed that
vulture death through uncounted ages, - the unexhausted life and
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uncorrupted excellence, sisters to immortality, which, after millenniums of
crimes, struggles, and woes, could conceive and bring forth a Messiah.
The first woman was heaven-born: vast was the heart whence gushed the
well-spring of the blood of nations; and grand the undegenerate head
where rested the consort-crown of creation. (315)
Shirley rejects the occupation of a storyteller not only because she does not have an
economic need to write, but also because she realizes that as Louis as her tutor corrected
her exercises, an editor would correct her vision and remove anything that his perception
viewed as incorrect.
The intrusion of masculine perspective into Shirley's stories could be attributed to
her manner of adopting masculine characteristics when discussing business affairs and
politics. She says to an audience of Mrs. Pryor, Caroline, and Mr. Helstone:
"I am indeed no longer a girl, but quite a woman and something more. I am an esquire:
Shirley Keeldar, Esquire, ought to be my style and title" (213). Shirley claims this
privilege as her right since she bears a man's name and she fills a man's position. She
jokes with Mr. Helstone about installing her as the new churchwarden or making her a
magistrate or captain of yeomanry, but a note of seriousness underpins her jests. After
all, as she states: "Why shouldn't I be?' (213) Certainly Shirley could occupy such
roles-a splendid motivator and businesswoman, she encourages Robert in his business,
dispenses of charitable funds wisely, stirs on the church troops, and manages her workers.
But she faces them as Shirley Keeldar, Esquire, rather than Shirley Keeldar, young
woman. Shirley is not masculine in her appearance, only occasionally in her attitude.
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Certainly Shirley finds a proper occupation as a landlord and manager of her estate, but
the fact that she feels that she must take on masculine attributes to do so somewhat
compromises her accomplishments.
Shirley continues her unfeminine ways when discussing with Mr. Sympson her
disinclination to marry quickly. Her "unhealthy" views about marriage fuel Mr.
Sympson's anxiety over Shirley's unmarried state. Shirley's insistence that she should be
allowed to choose a husband culminates in the following tirade directed toward Mr.
Sympson:
I conceive that you ignorantly worship: in all things you appear to me too
superstitious. Sir, your god, your great Bel, your fish-tailed Dagon, rises
before me as a demon. You, and such as you, have raised him to a throne,
put on him a crown, given him a scepter. Behold how hideously he
governs! See him busied at the work he likes best- making marriages.
He binds the young to the old, the strong to the imbecile. He stretches out
the arm ofMezentius, and fetters the dead to the living. In his realm there
is hatred - secret hatred: there is disgust - unspoken disgust: there is
treachery- family treachery: there is vice- deep, deadly, domestic vice.
In his dominions, children grow unloving between parents who have never
loved: infants are nursed on deception from their very birth; they are
reared in an atmosphere corrupt with lies. Your god rules at the bridal of
kings - look at your royal dynasties! your deity is the deity of foreign
aristocracies - analyze the blue blood of Spain! your god is the Hymen of
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France - what is French domestic life? All that surrounds him hastens to
decay: all declines and degenerates under his scepter. Your god is a
masked Death. (519)
Shirley's argument against rash marriages between incompatible people only confirms to
her uncle her complete lack of sense and decency. Shirley labels Mr. Sympson's fault as
essentially religious: he worships without scrutinizing what or whom he is worshipping
and brings the matter of social status into a discussion of holy matrimony. Shirley rejects
both Robert and Mr. Sympson's views of marriage "in an appropriately biblical register
for bringing the values of the marketplace into the sacred sphere of domesticity and
morality" (Ingham 37). Once again, Bronte's own opinions about marriage are evident in
the philosophy of the women in Shirley; she required an "intense attachment which would
make me willing to die for him" before she would marry (LCB 121). The gods
mentioned at the beginning of the tirade are Old Testament gods strongly connected to
destruction. Dagon, the Philistine god whose image was desecrated when Israel's ark of
the covenant was placed in its presence, also appears in the story of Samson. Samson's
misplaced love leads to betrayal and finally ruin when he pulls the building down around
the Philistines at a feast honoring Dagon. Shirley also invokes Milton's Death, who
carries a scepter and seeks incest with his mother Sin. And when one considers the
failed marriages in Shirley-Mr. Helstone kills his wife through sheer neglect and Mrs.
Pryor marries to escape the loneliness of being a governess only to encounter more
horrors in marriage-Shirley's reaction seems justified. Marriage as an institution
promoting wedded bliss fails miserably.
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Rose Yorke, though young, has well-formulated ideas of her own about the duties
of a woman and is perfectly willing to remain an old maid as long as she is free to travel
and pursue her own interests. Bronte derived Rose's character from an actual
adventurous friend, Mary Taylor, who decided to immigrate to New Zealand after
rejecting such occupations as governess, milliner, and housemaid. Finding nothing
suitable to do in all of England, Mary decided to leave in favor of adventure
(Shuttleworth 193). Mary, like her fictional counterpart, clearly understood John Stuart
Mill's assertion that "human beings are no longer born to their place in life, and chained
down by an inexorable bond to the place they are born to, but are free to employ their
faculties, and such favourable chances as offer, to achieve the lot which may appear to
them most desirable" (Rossi 143). Bronte endows Rose with the qualities most prized by
both the narrator and the majority of women in Shirley: Rose has the ability to see clearly,
to ignore potential economic difficulties, to speak and be heard, and to reinterpret texts.
The narrator reveals the first of these gifts, the ability to see clearly, in the
description of Rose's features. The narrator states that Rose's "grey eyes [... ] are
otherwise than childlike, - a serious soul lights them, - a young soul yet, but it will
mature, if the body lives; and neither father nor mother have a spirit to compare with it"
(167). Also, "so bright are the sparks of intelligence which, at moments, flash from her
glance, and gleam in her language" that Rose's father "sometimes fears she will not live"
(167). In Shirley, the ability to distinguish between appearance and reality, the faculty of
"seeing," is mostly a woman's gift. Caroline and Shirley both complain that men do not
really see women as they are; Mr.Helstone even admits that he cannot understand
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women. But this gift ofvision must be guarded and used wisely. The narrator, advising
women how to deal with men, counsels that "it is good for women, especially, to be
endowed with a soft blindness: to have mild, dim eyes, that never penetrate below the
surface ofthings - that take all for what it seems: thousands, knowing this, keep their
eyelids drooped, on system; but the most downcast glance has its loophole, through which
it can, on occasion, take its sentinel-survey oflife" (273). Rose follows the narrator's
advice to take a "sentinel-survey oflife"; her slowness to lift her head when a visitor
enters the room makes her appear uninterested, though her observations about people and
life are much more acute than those ofher bright-eyed little sister Jessy. Rose's lack of
ability to attract others is offset by her good features; perhaps by matching Rose's
outward and inward qualities Bronte foreshadows women being able to change the
appearance/reality relationship which dooms Miss Ainley and Miss Mann. Rose's mind
is perfectly suited to make her a wife for some intelligent man: according to the narrator
she ''was to have a fine, generous soul, a noble intellect profoundly cultivated, a heart as
true as steel" (173).
With the unmarried women in Cranford and Shirley, finances often determine
their independence and happiness. For example, Robert proposes to Caroline, fulfilling
her happiness, only after he is able to sell his cloth for a profit. Yet Rose views money as
an unimportant obstacle. In her conversation with Caroline at Hortense's cottage, Rose
reveals her forward-looking philosophy ofwhat a woman should do, and seems to
possess the courage and determination to achieve her goal. Revealing to Caroline her
desire to travel, she vows that she will "make a way to do so" regardless of
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circumstances. Rose states: "I cannot live always in Briarfield. The whole world is not
very large compared with creation: I must see the outside of our own round planet at
least" (384). Briarfield represents all that is ordinary and restraining for women: it is a
society where young women chase men, where economics determine happiness and
independence, and where marriage is a woman's only hope. The bounds ofShirley are
the bounds ofBriarfield; because of this, Rose's final destination is never decided in
Shirley.
Rose's ability to reinterpret texts to suit her purposes is shown in the speech
directed predominantly at her mother but heard also by Hortense, Caroline, and Jessy.
Using the parable of the talents in the New Testament as her guide, Rose argues that
if my Master has given me ten talents, my duty is to trade with them, and
make them ten talents more. Not in the dust of household drawers shall
the coin be interred. I will not deposit it in a broken-spouted tea-pot, and
shut it up in a china-closet among tea-things. I will not commit it to your
work-table to be smothered in piles of woollen hose. I will not prison it in
the linen-press to find shrouds among the sheets: and least of all, mother (she got up from the floor) - least of all will I hide it in a tureen of cold
potatoes, to be ranged with bread, butter, pastry, and ham on the shelves of
the larder. (385)
Throughout Shirley, Caroline and Shirley employ mostly Old Testament passages in their
arguments, except for their conversation with Joe Scott when they fail to convince him of
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their translation. Rose uses the New Testament as her reference and, without altering
Scripture, proves her point. She continues:
the Lord who gave each of us our talents will come home some day, and
will demand from all an account. The tea-pot, the old stocking-foot, the
linen rag, the willow-pattern tureen, will yield up their barren deposit in
many a house: suffer your daughters, at least, to put their money to the
exchangers, that they may be enabled at the Master's coming to pay him
his own with usury. (385-86)
Rose's tirade, spoken rather than just thought, quite equals Caroline's famous "Men of
England!" speech. Rose's choice of words such as "smothered" and "shroud" resembles
Caroline's imagery describing the barrenness ofthe old maids' way oflife. Also, Rose
perfectly describes Cranford's barren economy-one in which money is hoarded and
never multiplies. In fact, the money is more likely to disappear (as does Miss Matty's)
than to multiply. Rose envisions a world in which all ofa woman's talents may be
invested in order to multiply; she sees no reason why her talents should be demanded
from her to serve the god of household drudgery.
Rose rejects Caroline's life and way ofthinking the same way that Caroline
systematically rejects the occupations of all the other unmarried women in Shirley. Rose
tells Caroline: "I am resolved that my life shall be a life: not a black trance like the
toad's, buried in marble; nor a long, slow death like yours in the Briarfield Rectory"
(384). Caroline is rather taken aback by Rose's description of her life in the "windowed
grave" of the rectory. Yet, faced with Rose's dream ofindependence and travel, Caroline
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is sure that such a life would not suit her. In fact, she believes that such a life might end
the way that the book that Rose is reading, The Italian, ends, in "disappointment, vanity,
and vexation of spirit" (384). But Rose questions Caroline's reading of the end of The
Italian, reminding the reader that Shirley and Caroline have used textual interpretation as
a tool for challenging masculine authority. Caroline's reply about the ending of the book
is: "I thought so when I read it" (384). Caroline has read The Italian, and certainly
should understand how it ends. Yet Caroline replies uncertainly because she understands
the need for personal interpretation of texts using one's own imagination and intuition.
Rose transcends Shirley's and Caroline's philosophies when she emphatically
states: "Better to try all things and find all empty, than to try nothing and leave your life a
blank. To do this is to commit the sin of him who buried his talent in a napkin
despicable sluggard!" (385) Rose's statements are strikingly similar to Nightingale's plea
for suffering rather than indifference. In Cassandra she pleads: "Give us back our
suffering, we cry to Heaven in our hearts-suffering rather than indifferentism; for out of
nothing comes nothing. But out of suffering may come the cure. Better have pain than
paralysis! A hundred struggle and drown in the breakers. One discovers the new world.
But rather, ten times rather, die in the surf, heralding the way to that new world, than
stand idly on the shore!" (Nightingale 29) Nightingale's call, like that of Rose Yorke, is
for explorers, women willing to undertake a dangerous mission which may well lead to
lonely death or glorious victory. Early in Shirley, Bronte reveals an ambiguous future for
Rose. The narrator describes Rose in some country "far from England; remote must be
the shores which wear that wild, luxuriant aspect. This is some virgin solitude: unknown
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birds flutter round the skirts of that forest; no European river this, on whose banks Rose
sits thinking. The little, quiet Yorkshire girl is a lonely emigrant in some region of the
southern hemisphere. Will she ever come back?" (168). The narrator forecasts Jessy's
future quite clearly: Jessy will die young in some foreign country. But Bronte
deliberately leaves the ending of Rose's life uncertain-open to different interpretations.
In their novels, neither Elizabeth Gaskell nor Charlotte Bronte imagined a woman
educated to the full extent of her intellect and living in a world where men and women
were equal. Neither perhaps would they have been able to or have wanted to portray such
a woman. However, they did address the quality of life of spinsters in Victorian England,
women who "were the most vulnerable and potentially the most unhappy members of
middle and upper-class families," who "failed to achieve the status and emotional
rewards of the wife and mother" (Jalland 289). In Cranford, Elizabeth Gaskell gave
women a voice by using a female narrator to tell the story of a community of spinsters.
Cranford's lack of plot only emphasizes the fact that no guidelines existed for writing

such a novel; Gaskell had no examples to follow when she chose to make old unmarried
women her heroines rather than a young girl destined for marriage. Yet Cranford proved
that Victorian readers appreciated such a novel: the reception that the original short story
Cranford met with led to Gaskell's decision to make the story novel length. In Shirley,

Charlotte Bronte presented Rose, in Caroline's words, as "a peculiar child, -- one of the
unique" (384) with "a mind full-set, thick-sown with the germs of ideas her mother never
knew" (167). Bronte could not imagine Rose's ideas as being "normal"; in time, though,
Rose's ideas would be just that. Similarly, Bronte leaves the ending of Rose's life
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vague-neither happy nor sad. Perhaps her ambivalence denotes her inability to portray
someone she could not even imagine, or perhaps Bronte simply recognized that Rose's
life would transcend the bounds of Briarfield. So, she left Rose's life to move towards a
future which the world of Shirley could not contain, and made Rose's greatest treasure
her ability to imagine an existence contrary to that imagined for her by her mother and
those of her generation. In her essay Enfranchisement of Women Harriet Mill expressed
sentiments which both Gaskell and Bronte surely would have embraced: "For the interest,
therefore, not only of women but of men, and of human improvement in the widest sense,
the emancipation of women, which the modern world often boasts of having effected, and
for which credit is sometimes given to civilization, and sometimes to Christianity, cannot
stop where it is" (Rossi 117).
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